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Healthy Communities
GOAL HC-1:
Foster a healthy built
environment in the PUC.
Policy HC-1.1: Encourage exemplary
healthy (“green”) building standards.
Policy HC-1.2: Promote strategies
to increase energy efficiency in
buildings.
Policy HC-1.3: Avoid/mitigate the
Urban Heat Island Effect and reduce
heat stress.
Policy HC-1.4: Expand access to
healthy foods from local growers
and expand the community gardens
program.
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GOAL HC-2:
Shape an Age-Friendly
community that responds to the
needs of all residents..

GOAL HC-3:
Support initiatives that improve
community engagement, health,
and equity.

Policy HC-2.1: Encourage housing
designed with kūpuna in mind, and in a
variety of household sizes.

Policy HC-3.1: Improve civic
engagement in the planning process
through increased community-focused
initiatives.

Policy HC-2.2: Design parks and
open space to provide increased
physical activity for all ages.
Policy HC-2.3: Enhance safety,
accessibility, and navigability in public
gathering places and transportation
networks.

Policy HC-3.2: Collaborate across
City and state agencies, and partner
organizations, to center equity in
public infrastructure, programs, and
services.
Policy HC-3.3: Increase community
resilience and disaster preparedness.
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Key Outcomes
The Healthy Communities policies in the PUC DP are included to
thoughtfully highlight linkages between building and land use
policies, public infrastructure planning, and various City and
State environmental goals with the broader goal of supporting
public health.
This Chapter provides some general demographic information
on health conditions in the PUC. It touches upon socioeconomic
conditions, current health outcomes and physical activity levels,
and access to transportation, housing, and health facilities,
among other topics.
By identifying distinct needs within this broad topic, this
chapter is intended to help policy makers and community
members be better equipped to steer development and direct
public infrastructure resources in a manner that benefits all
residents and supports health equity in the community.
A partial list of what planning for a “healthy community” in
the PUC means in practical terms, includes:
• Attention to protecting environmental quality;
• Safe routes for pedestrians of all abilities;
• Addressing current and long-term effects of climate change;
• Encouraging universal and age-friendly design;
• Increasing parks access and amenities;
• Ensuring access to cost-effective transportation;
• Investing in public infrastructure in an equitable manner;
• Supporting the state Department of Health in important
public efforts and messaging.
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Setting the Stage
Including the Healthy Communities chapter in the PUC DP and future DP/SCPs is meant to identify linkages
between policies that can better support public health. The health of an individual, is the result of a complex
web of factors and events—some of which we can control as individuals, and some of which we cannot.
Referred to as “social determinants of health”, medical care is just one part of a picture that includes
multiple factors such as where one lives, one’s experience of poverty and financial stressors, access to
education, and more.
Similarly, the design and condition of buildings, the urban street grid, and other physical characteristics
of the built environment can have implications for public health. Most people are aware that reducing
pollution and maintaining environmental quality is supportive of public health. But there are other factors
to consider as well. As one example, studies have found that living and working near transit, combined
with other built environment factors such as a diverse mix of uses and higher densities, results in increased
rates of physical activity, since transit riders typically walk more than those who drive to work or their daily
activities.
Creating a healthy community in the PUC requires including planning and design of the built environment
in a way that enhances the physical and mental well-being of the people who live, work, and play in the
community. This includes such goals as strengthening and enforcing building standards for both existing and
new developments for better accessibility, cleaner indoor and outdoor environments, and greater energy
efficiency; planning for cleaner energy sources; increasing access to parks and active spaces; and increasing
the urban tree canopy and employing other means to reduce heat stress. It also includes an efficient and
affordable public transit network, mode choices, and promoting access to healthy food.
While many of these are pre-existing goals of various City agencies, departments, plans, and initiatives, (and
community organizations), it is helpful to consider how these goals fit together in the context of supporting
public health in the PUC. The inclusion of this new content is a step toward creating a more robust public
health conversation at the community level as it relates to the built environment and environmental health.
Finally, it is important to continually improve methods to increase participation in public processes and
engagement efforts when it comes to planning and development. From providing multiple platforms (digital
and in person) for community meetings, increasing offerings in language and accessibility services, and
increasing engagement with existing community groups, the Healthy Communities policies seek to better
engage the whole community in working towards shared goals.
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Note: Statistical data in this chapter is derived from the
2010 U.S. Census, the American Community Survey (ACS,
interim U.S. Census data), and the Department of Planning
and Permitting’s 2020 Annual Report (derived from ACS,
2015-2019 data).
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The Aging Community
Like Hawai‘i at large, the City is home to an aging population. On O‘ahu, 27% of residents
will be 65 years and older by 2040 as the large baby-boomer generation (born 1946-1964)
ages. In fact, only one of the PUC’s 19 neighborhoods (Airport Area) had an estimated
youth population (age ≤ 18) of at least 25% in 2020. These factors suggest a need to
continue to integrate quality, accessible healthcare services in neighborhoods, while also
devising strategies that allow PUC residents to meet changing housing needs, including
more age-friendly design practices. Policies and Actions found in the PUC DP support and
align with those in the Honolulu Age-Friendly City Action Plan (2015) that charts a course
for a more inclusive and accessible urban environment, for kūpuna to keiki.
Income and Poverty
Hawaiʻi often tops various lists for the nation’s highest cost of living. As of 2020 the
median estimated household income in the PUC was $75,164 but there is considerable
variation within the PUC. The PUC areas with the lowest median incomes were generally
found in town neighborhoods in the central PUC coastal plains. In addition, a small
handful of 2010 Census tracts in the Kalihi-Pālama and Kalihi Valley neighborhoods had
poverty rates exceeding 40% – a figure that is generally accepted as the threshold for
concentrated poverty. As this Plan suggests, it is important to identify areas within the
broader community that are facing elevated financial hardship in order to better address
housing security, to reduce barriers and increase opportunities for civic engagement, and
to increase community-driven planning processes for large developments.

What is Cost Burden?
According to the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD),
a household is considered “cost-burdened” if it pays more than 30% of income on
housing. These high costs can exert significant pressure on households and cause
them to cut down on or forego other important expenses, such as food, clothing,
transportation, and healthcare. In 2015-2019 on O`ahu, households at 80% or below
area median income (AMI) paid an average of 50% of income on housing, a severe
cost burden.
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Housing Access
Per the 2017 American Community Survey, a full 40% of households in
the PUC were “cost-burdened”, or spending more than 30% of household
income on housing. The large cohort of residents that are employed yet
struggling with basic costs of living is further defined as “Asset Limited, Income
Constrained, Employed” or “ALICE” households. The by the Aloha United
Way (AUW) 2020 ALICE report found that there are more ALICE households
statewide (33%) than households below the poverty threshold (9%), and
that the ALICE households were growing at a faster rate. A supplemental
analysis for the study that included COVID impacts pushed the numbers
even higher.
Higher rents or mortgage payments, especially for low- and moderate-income
households, limit the amount that can be spent on other necessities, such
as healthy food, transportation, and health care. Households with access to
affordable housing are less likely to move frequently, and residential stability, in
turn, can reduce emotional and behavioral stressors among children and teens.
An adequate supply of affordable housing can also help to create a more stable
platform for health care delivery and services for the elderly, and those with
disabilities and chronic disease.
As discussed in further detail in the Housing Chapter (#4), affordable housing is
one of the single most pressing community challenges faced by residents in the
PUC (and beyond). All available tools need to be employed in solving the housing
crisis including inclusionary housing policies, incentives/exemptions for higher
levels of affordability, direct public investment, gap financing, enforcement of
short-term rental policies, and allowing for new housing types and models.

While Oʻahu has outstanding beaches, recreation areas, and a climate for yearround outdoor activity, most PUC neighborhoods with their high concentrations of
residents in small geographic areas are underserved by public parks. Many of the
densest PUC neighborhoods fall outside of a ¼ mile walk to a public park, and 14
of the 19 neighborhoods identified have less than 3 park acres per 1,000 people
– a standard metric used to measure the quality of park service in communities.
Policies in the PUC DP support increasing basic parks access, designing parks to
serve all ages and abilities, and strategies to increase usable open space in dense
urban areas. Another central concern for parks is safety and maintenance. Parks
must be adequately serviced and maintained to encourage and support broad
public use and to deter crime.

Parks Access
Proximity to parks has been associated with increased park usage, increased
physical activity, and better overall health. Improving access to parks can increase
the amount of time children exercise, decreasing their risk of chronic diseases.
Adults who live closer to parks and green spaces report reduced stress and fatigue,
improved mental health, better self-rated health, and reduced incidents of chronic
diseases.
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Healthy Buildings
According to the US EPA, we spend approximately 90 percent of our time indoors. Therefore indoor air quality,
adequate HVAC systems, healthy materials, and the condition of aging buildings, should be in greater focus.
The PUC DP promotes the use of, or reference to, specialized standards (e.g. LEED or Well Building Standard)
for new construction. Established industry vetted guidelines can help to increase the broader uptake of healthy
building practices, as well as acheive greater resource efficiency measures. Making strides in building efficiency
is one of the single greatest means to close the gap between clean energy source capabilities and reliance on
fossil fuels. Healthy building design can also help to create spaces that support the fitness, mood,and even
sleep patterns or productivity of its occupants. For example, a healthy building design can promote physical
activity through the placement of staircases and elevators.
Increasing Opportunities for Healthy Foods
Poor nutrition and unhealthy eating habits are risk factors for many leading causes of disease. The topographical
constraints in the PUC have resulted in the highest density of supermarkets in the central PUC area, with
fewer full service supermarkets in the valley/ridge neighborhoods. The Salt Lake and Moanalua area are both
particularly underserved by full-scale supermarkets. A healthy food environment should not have a high
prevalence of mini markets and fast food restaurants in the absence of other choices. However, perhaps the
biggest challenge for the PUC and O‘ahu as a whole, is an over-reliance on imported food. It is estimated that
up to 90% of Hawai‘i’s food is imported, and it is the State’s goal to at least double local production by 2030.
As it relates to the PUC, the focus should be on continuing to provide more access points between farmers,
local food producers, and local consumers. Increasing opportunities for farmer’s markets, open markets,
community supported agriculture program partnerships, and local purchasing are all means to increase these
connections within the urban environment. Light industrial areas could also play a role in supporting new
models of vertical indoor and container (controlled environment) farming, as called for in the Oʻahu Resilience
Strategy.
Chronic Disease and Access to Health Services
Most PUC neighborhoods have at least a 36% incidence of high cholesterol, 20% incidence of obesity, 10%
incidence of diabetes, and 4% incidence of heart disease. In 2017, the percentage of adults (age 18-64) that were
uninsured exceeded 10% in 16 of the PUC’s 19 neighborhoods – a concerning statistic given that only 8.8% of
adults nationally were uninsured. This underscores the importance of encouraging the location of community
health and services centers in the areas that are most in need of them, and partnering with community centers
in disseminating important public health information.
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How Does the Plan Get Us There?
Age-Friendly Communities & Urban Design
Creating places that accommodate people of all ages is an important component of a healthy community. The PUC is home to an aging population that will need
safe and navigable environments and forms of care that respond to evolving needs. These considerations must inevitably extend to the city-building realm as well,
including initiatives that range from barrier-free building design and retrofits to age-appropriate streetscape enhancements. Many current City programs and
policies are already working to advance healthy community planning goals, including Complete Streets, Age-Friendly Communities, TOD planning, and the O‘ahu
Resilience Strategy, to name a few. The City can build on these existing efforts to explicitly address the needs of the PUC’s elderly population. Providing more
affordable, accesible housing options, and encouraging age-friendly “universal” home and public space design that is easy to operate for all ages and abilities, are
measures that can help ease the burden of day-to-day tasks for kūpuna and families.
Renewed Focus on Equity in Development
The PUC’s neighborhoods with the most notable income and health disparities are generally clustered in the urban core. Current and future planning should
continue to address common challenges faced by PUC residents such as housing and transit affordability, uneven park access, and missing sidewalks, and seek
to improve areas with ailing, aging infrastructure. Targeted investments can help create a safer and more accessible public realm, improving health and safety
outcomes. Partnerships with community groups can help to encourage healthy eating and active lifestyles, and spaces for farm-to-consumer transactions should
be increased. Planners and developers should look to community members to determine adequate community benefits from new developments, and planners
and community members should work with new developments to provide health-supportive uses. Community participation, engaging community champions,
reducing barriers and increasing inclusivity (including language services) should be continually improved.
Environmental Protection
A key component of healthy communities is working to maintain and improve environmental quality to support the resources and ecosystems that we are a part
of. The PUC DP contains policies that support clean energy use, healthy buildings, watershed health, and planning for mitigation of sea level rise and climate
change, as well as other natural and manmade hazards. Timely updates to building codes and standards will also insure that buildings in the PUC and across Oʻahu
become more resilient to hazards, while they are becoming more resource efficient and friendlier to the environment.

What is Universal Design?
“Universal design” is a design approach that seeks to create spaces that have the widest possible utility for the broadest possible audience of users. The key
principles include accomodating a wide spectrum of ability through flexible use, tolerance for error, and simple and intuitive design. Examples include wider
doorways, zero step entrances, easy to use handles, and curb cuts/sidewalk ramps. Incorporating such principles into home design also saves the need for
costly retrofits later.
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Related Policies

Policy H-1.1: Enable or incentivize residential
infill development in transit-accessible planned
growth areas.
Policy H-2.3: Preserve affordable housing
options by encouraging reinvestment and
redevelopment of aging multi-family housing.
Policy H-2.4: Expand homeless services and
supportive housing in the PUC.
Policy PL-2.3: Mitigate the Urban Heat Island
effect, especially in interior neighborhoods
lacking trees.
Policy PL-3.3: Ensure pedestrian-oriented
design in all corridors and centers, especially in
Town Corridor, Urban Corridor, Downtown, and
Resort areas.
Policy PPOS-3.1: Invest in park facilities,
equipment, and programs that serve all ages.
Policy PPOS-3.3: Promote parks that are safe
for the community through environmental design
strategies and after-hours activity.
Policy MC-1.1: Implement Complete Streets
to enhance the safety and utility of the
transportation system for all users.
Policy WR-2.1: Protect drinking water
aquifers, and surface and nearshore waters from
contamination.
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Figure 7.1: Healthy Community Framework
Add Descriptor Text

Associated Metrics & Indicators

HC #1: Housing cost burden as a % of income
Goal: Decrease
2020 baseline: XX (Source: Census)
HC #2: Number of Farmer’s Markets / Open Markets /
Community Gardens in the PUC (or total $ sales)
Goal: Increase
2020 baseline: XX
HC #3: Number of new senior housing units
Goal: Increase
2020 baseline: XX
HC #4: Miles of improved/new sidewalks
Goal: XX miles
2020 baseline: 23
(Source: O'ahu Pedestrian Plan)
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Goal HC-1: Foster a healthy built environment in the PUC.

Policy HC-1.1: Encourage exemplary healthy (“green”) building standards.
This policy is to encourage and realize greener, more sustainable building practices in the PUC. While nationally
recognized certifications and toolkits offer a comprehensive approach, there are also many smaller actions
that can make new and existing buildings and developments cleaner and greener. Opting for energy efficient
appliances and lighting, using sustainable and/or more environmentally friendly materials and products, water
conserving design and landscaping, and improving indoor air quality should be considered in all projects. In
addition, providing active spaces, bicycle parking or transit shelters to reduce dependence on cars, and outdoor
spaces for relaxation can also help boost the mental and physical well being of building users and occupants.

Priority Actions:

Planning for Healthy Developments. Encourage major new
developments to address community health in their master
plans and projects through the use of industry-vetted and
evidence-based rating sytems, toolkits, and checklists.
Continue to advance best practices for indoor air quality in all
development/
retrofit projects.
Healthy Buildings Checklist. Develop a Healthy Building Checklist
to speed up the process for voluntary sustainability measures for
new construction and retrofits.

Timeline:

Partners:
• DPP
• OCCSR
• BWS
• DTS

Partners:
• DPP
• OCCSR
• BWS
• DTS

Other Actions:
• Work with new building and renovation projects that wish to achieve high environmental performance through
use of Whole Building Design, Net Zero, LEED, or similar framework.
• Consider strengthening required mitigations for development near freeways, such as specialized HVAC,
vegetative screening, and natural ventilation.
• Establish and/or identify tax credits, abatements, incentives, or other funding sources to encourage preferred
green building practices.
• Establish guidelines for sustainable adaptive reuse of existing buildings to make use of existing resources.
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Projects large and small can help move the needle toward more sustainable
development.
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Goal HC-1: Foster a healthy built environment in the PUC.

Policy HC 1.2: Promote strategies to increase energy efficiency in buildings.
The City’s Climate Action Plan (CAP) include actions to shift the island’s energy use and supply toward
renewable and locally-generated sources. At the commercial building and household level, opportunities
exist to reduce overall energy costs and usage through energy efficiency improvements. Energy audits
through the City’s Better Building Benchmarking program will also help building users to understand their
energy use and how to better capture efficiencies. Subsidies and other incentives should be employed to
help transition both residential and commercial buildings to cleaner energy sources, including multi-family
housing and income-restricted housing.

Priority Actions:

Streamlined Permitting for Solar Energy. Continue to
implement streamlined permitting and approvals processes
for commercial and residential solar installations, to further
streamline incentives offered by the public sector.
Implement the Better Building Benchmarking program. The
proposed program will create a system for large commercial
buildings (including multifamily residential) to track and
report annual water, electricity and gas use, creating a
platform to inform better choices for resource efficiency.
‘EV Ready’ Construction. The City requires a certain
percentage of new construction parking stalls to include
capacity and a fully-wired conduit for the installation of an
EV charging station.

Timeline:

Partners:
• DPP
• OCCSR

Partners:
• OCCSR

Partners:

• OCCSR
• DPP

Other Actions:
• Monitor the emergence of new solar-related technologies (such as battery storage) and ensure codes safely
accommodate these new technologies.
• Maintain tax credits/exemptions, loan programs, and grants for solar installation.
• Consider requiring solar installation for city subsidized income-restricted housing.
New developments are encouraged to include solar generation and electric vehicle
(EV) chargers, or to be solar and EV ‘ready’ construction.
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Goal HC-1: Foster a healthy built environment in the PUC.

Policy HC-1.3: Avoid/mitigate the Urban Heat Island Effect and reduce heat stress.
The “urban heat island effect” refers to the significant rise in surface and ambient temperatures that can be
found in urban areas relative to rural areas. According to the US EPA, urban landscapes absorb and re-emit
more heat than natural landscapes. This increase is due to impermeable surfaces that interfere with evaporative
cooling, the use of heat trapping materials, a lack of shading, and other factors such as building confirgurations
and waste heat from transportation and appliances. Adding to this, the increasing heat and extreme weather
events due to global climate change, make clear the importance of putting urban cooling in greater focus
moving forward.

Priority Actions:

Reduce Permeable Surfaces and Boost Tree Canopy.
Following best practices to reduce permeable surfaces not
only aids in storm water management, but also helps to allow
natural evaporative cooling. Increasing tree cover helps to
lower temperatures by providing cooling shade.

Timeline:

Cool Pavements and Rooftops as a Resource. Provide
resources and information to encourage the use of cool
pavements that trap less heat on sidewalks, parking lots,
and streets. Use reflective roofing to cut down on heat
gain. Rooftops can also lower temperatures with green roof
technologies, or add to overall carbon solutions with solar PV.
Urban Heat Island Solutions Planning. Identify populations
highly vulnerable to heat events, and overlay with urban
hot spots determined through Community Heat Mapping.
Implement solutions for vulnerable populations such as
Cooling Centers or increasing tree canopy.

Partners:
• DFM
• DPP
• DDC
• DTS
• OCCSR
• DPR

Partners:

• OCCSR
• DPP
• DTS
• DDC

Partners:
• OCCSR
• DPP
• DFM
• DTS
• DPR

Other Actions:
• Work with developers and builders to implement the Residential Tropical Building Code option.
A building with landscaped area, a roof garden, and no surface parking.
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Goal HC-1: Foster a healthy built environment in the PUC.

Policy HC-1.4: Expand access to healthy foods from local growers and expand the community
gardens program.
A healthy food environment should include a diversity of fresh food options at affordable prices including
grocery stores, farmers’ markets, and other market places with nutritious options. New growth areas should
be encouraged to include full-service grocery stores, and flexible marketplaces for direct farmer-to-consumer
transactions and opportunities for local foods vendors. Expanding offerings in the City’s Community Gardens
Program will empower more residents to grow their own produce to supplement a healthy diet. Additionally,
new agricultural business models such as urban vertical farming can help grow Hawaiʻi’s agricultural selfreliance and improve the island’s food security.

Priority Actions:

Incorporate new standards for urban agriculture. Update
definitions and standards in the Land Use Ordinance for
permitting processes.

Timeline:

Partners:
• DPP

Food Action Plan. Encourage the development of a Food Action
Plan for O‘ahu that clearly identifies steps to increase the island’s
food security as well as needed infrastructure.

Partners:

New Community Gardens. Plan and implement expansions
to the community gardens program, such as installing them at
underutilized mini-parks.

Partners:

• OCCSR

• DPR
• CCSR
• DPP

Other Actions:
• Encourage the expansion of facilities for local markets and vendors in the PUC
• Work with developments that wish to include periodic night markets, market halls, farmer’s markets, or
community supported agriculture drop-off points.

A Community Garden in lower Nu`uanu.
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Goal HC-2: Shape an Age-Friendly community that responds to the needs of all residents.

Policy HC 2.1: Encourage housing designed with kūpuna in mind, and in a variety of household sizes.
Providing senior housing and health care at affordable cost is important for Honolulu’s residents and families.
Senior housing should be located in areas with easy access to transportation and daily necessities. Integrating
restricted-age housing into new growth TOD areas should be encouraged. In addition, affordable housing in
these areas should be varied enough to accommodate a range of family sizes, including those designed with
elders in the home in mind.

Priority Actions:

Strive to produce income-restricted and affordable units for
a variety of household sizes and needs. Support the PUC’s
intergenerational households by providing affordable housing
stock that is accessible and built for a range of family sizes.
Support Age-Friendly and Universal Design Guidelines.
Encourage the use of “visitability” and “universal design” best
practices for major new residential construction and public
gathering spaces.
Expansion of Community Health Facilities. Encourage
commercial and mixed-use developers to seek grants or
partnerships to establish community health-serving spaces in
key neighborhood centers. Consider inclusion of health services
space as a community benefit in discretionalry permitting.

Timeline:

Partners:

• DPP
• State and nonprofit partners

Partners:
• DCS
• DPP

Partners:
• DPP
• DCS

Other Actions:
• Explore innovative approaches to combine senior housing with market-rate housing or provide assisted living in
a co-housing format.
• Negotiate with developers to allow ADU/Ohana units within Homeowner Association conditions.
• Consider providing incentives for contractors and builders to become a National Association of Home Builders
(NAHB) Certified Aging-in-Place (CAPS) specialists.
• Promote federal Housing Accessibility Assistance Grants (HAA).
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Senior housing units in Mānoa.

Building Better for Kūpuna

For many kūpuna, living well and healthier means living comfortably
at home. As people age, however, physical challenges can make
it hard to get around the house. Many seniors prefer to live in
familiar surroundings as they grow older for as long as possible,
and completing a home renovation—with an eye toward senior
care needs—can help older residents maintain independence
longer while enjoying the comforts of home. City agencies can
partner together to improve available information and incentives
to encourage the inclusion of age-friendly design in new and
redeveloped housing, for example by expanding existing loan
programs or developing pilot projects.
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Policy HC-2.2 Design parks and open space to provide increased physical activity for all ages.
Proximity to parks is associated with increased park usage, increased physical activity, and better overall health.
Improving access to parks can increase the amount of time children exercise, decrease their risk of chronic
diseases, and even reduce juvenile offenses. Adults who live closer to parks and green spaces report reduced
stress and fatigue, improved mental health, better self-rated health, and reduced incidents of chronic diseases.
Increasing opportunities for active and passive recreation and health-promoting connections to green spaces
may include well designed indoor/outdoor spaces with seating, scent or pollinator gardens, and other places
for relaxation in community gardens, parks, and public spaces.

Priority Actions:

Comprehensive Recreational Programming. Continue to work
to align the parks and recreational programs with the needs of
surrounding populations, including for new residents in growth
focus areas. Conduct biennial resident surveys to
refine programming.
Continue to upgrade play equipment in City parks. Continue
to build upon the success of the Kākou for Parks program to
refurbish comfort stations, play surfaces, and play apparatus/
sports equipment in parks.
Promote Physical Activity Through Design. Use the design of
public spaces including parks, streets, and plazas to encourage
physical transportation modes and a variety of physical activity.

Timeline:

Partners:
• DPR

Partners:
• DPR
• DFM
• DDC

Partners:
• DPR
• DPP
• DTS

Other Actions:
•
•
•
•

Increase parks programing and events to improve safety and keep parks active.
Add additional staff positions and/or a park ranger program to increase park safety.
Partner with local neighborhood and community groups to install exercise equipment and upkeep in parks.
Develop a crime prevention through environmental design (CPTED) guideline document for public parks and
gathering spaces.

Parks should include spaces and amenities that suit a variety of activities and ages.
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Goal HC-1: Foster a healthy built environment in the PUC.

Policy HC-2.3: Enhance safety, accessibility, and navigability in public gathering places and
transportation networks.
Walkable areas have a mix of neighborhood-serving land uses, connected streets, sidewalks in good
condition, features that protect pedestrians from traffic, and pleasant scenery. Healthy communities
encourage physical activity by making it easy and safe for all residents to walk, bike, or roll to access goods
and services, employment, or daily activities. Multimodal connectivity in high-frequency transit areas,
active uses, and good design, create memorable streets where people want to be out of their cars. Traffic
calming and other interventions should be continually evaluated to improve safety for all modes.

Priority Actions:

Expanded Pedestrian Safety Interventions. Support “Vision
Zero” policies through targeted intersection improvements,
crossing enhancements, and traffic calming near schools,
medical facilities, and other areas with high foot traffic.
Walkable Design Standards. Continue to implement active
design standards to maximize activity and pedestrian
comfort on Key Streets (identified in TOD Special District
Plans) and Main Streets (identified in this Plan) to promote
quality streetscapes.
Signage Refresh. Replace, maintain, and update old, illegible
signage, especially street and roadway signs. Expand transit
and wayfinding signage in public hubs.

Timeline:

Partners:

• DTS
• DDC
• DPP

Partners:

• DPP
• DTS
• DDC

Public spaces should be comfortable for users of all abilities.

Partners:

• DTS
• DFM
• DPP
• State partners

Other Actions:
• Upgrade pedestrian connections to rail station areas, enhance TheBus stations and nearby sidewalks, and
ensure ride-share hailing spaces are provided at rail stations and major developments.
• Support the placement of bikeshare docking stations near and within large-scale developments.
• Incorporate recommendations from the forthcoming Oʻahu Pedestrian Plan in subsequent Development
and Sustainable Communities Plan updates
Pedestrian networks and the public transit system should be accessible and easy
to navigate.
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Goal HC-3: Encourage initiatives that improve community engagement, health, and equity in the PUC.

Policy HC-3.1: Improve civic engagement in the planning process through increased communityfocused initiatives.
Communities are strengthened when residents are empowered to take action, be it formally working through
Neighborhood Boards or Commissions or informally through neighborhood groups, local organizations, and
religious/educational institutions. Greater civic participation in planning processes and daily government
operations creates community-driven outcomes. The City seeks to continually expand and improve modes
of public outreach to empower all community members with the tools and resources necessary to work
collaboratively on goals large and small that benefit the community.

Priority Actions:

Comprehensive Engagement Strategy. Develop and continually
improve a coordinated civic engagement strategy to increase the
public’s ability to collaborate in City decision-making processes.
Refine preferred strategies for virtual / online engagement.

Timeline:

Partners:

Other Actions:
• Promote expanded use of the Honolulu 311 app to report neighborhood nuisances.
• Increase partnerships with community and civic organizations, formal committees and/or local clubs, or similar,
to organize clean-ups and beautification projects that promote safe and pleasant public spaces.

All City programs and initiatives belong to Honolulu’s citizens and providing
meaningful opportunities for civic engagement is critical to their success.
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Goal HC-3: Encourage initiatives that improve community engagement, health, and equity in the PUC.

Policy HC-3.2: Collaborate across county and state agencies, and partner organizations, to center
equity in public infrastructure, programs, and services.
The City should take a proactive role in improving quality of life for all residents by championing
community-driven planning and collaborative partnerships between agencies and partner organizations.
Analyses should include community equity considerations such as cost burden, accessibility, and
environmental conditions when planning transportation projects, new infrastructure investments,
parks, city incentives and programs, designing and siting major facilities, and hazards planning.

Priority Actions:

Collaborate Across Agencies and Organizations. Include
use of the City’s Social Vulnerability Index Map (SOVI map)
when evaluating new programs and services. Collaborate
to improve services delivery for neighborhoods with higher
vulnerability (such as prevalence of poverty, a high elderly
population, or language barriers). Maintain current data
layers.
Ensure Commensurate Community Benefits. Use
community driven processes such as the TOD
Neighborhood Plans and other Area Plans to determine
appropriate “commensurate” community benefits in
exchange for bonus height or density, where allowed
by discretionary permits. Seek to standardize insofar as
possible, clear definitions and parameters.

Timeline:

Partners:

• OCCSR
• DPP
• DFM
• DTS
• DPR
• Other City and
state partners

Partners:

• DPP

Other Actions:
• Incorporate vulnerability assessments into area or corridor transportation planning efforts.
• Partner with the State DOH to support their ongoing programs and initiatives that support improved
health outcomes for residents (i.e. affordable and accessible preventive dental care services for lowincome populations).
• Prioritize income-restricted (60% AMI or less) affordable housing in neighborhoods with high
displacement risk.
• Adopt best practices developed by OMPO for equity in transportation planning.
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Projects in TOD areas that receive density ‘bonuses’ must provide comensurate
community benefits.
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Goal HC-3: Encourage initiatives that improve community engagement, health, and equity in the PUC.

Policy HC-3.3: Increase community resilience and disaster preparedness.
Awareness and preparedness for disaster events from infrequent natural disasters such as hurricanes or
tsunamis, to more common episodic events such as storm-driven flooding or heat waves, is a key component
to a resilient island community. With global climate change driving well-documented sea level rise and a host
of new weather patterns, turning new attention to where we build, how we build, and what actions we take
to improve safety and minimize damaging losses is only growing more urgent. This policy calls for a closer
link between preparedness planning and land use planning, as well as boosting community education and
resources.

Priority Actions:

Funding for Climate Adaptation/Mitigation. Work
with all levels of government to fund development
and implementation of area adaptation plans,
and infrastructure-specific climate adaptation and
mitigation plans.

Timeline:

Partners:

• OCCSR
• DPP
• DEM
• DTS, DFM, ENV, BWS
• Other City and State
partners

A 2019 assessment on O’ahu showed elevated temperatures in many urban areas.

Integrate Hazards and Disaster Planning more
closely with other planning functions. Collaborate
across agencies to include or strengthen preand post-disaster planning best practices into
community-level planning documents.

Partners:

Empower residents with tools and resources for
preparedness. Work to implement pilot community
resilence hubs and increase available preparedness
programs, tools, and resources.

Partners:

• OCCSR
• DEM
• DPP
• BWS

• OCCSR
• DEM
• DPP

Other Actions:
• Plan for upgrades to ‘last-resort’ emergency shelters.
• Create and regularly update a dedicated Multi-Hazard Pre-Disaster Mitigation Plan.
Seasonal high tides can cause coastal flooding and accelerate erosion.
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Figure 7.2: Sea Level Rise Hazard Overlaid on SOVI Map
Add Descriptor Text
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For more information see:
(A non-exhaustive list of the many resoures available on topics in this chapter).
PUC Demographic Information:

Healthy Communities 2018 topic paper prepared by Raimi + Associates for this PUC DP update:
link
Department of Planning and Permitting Annual Report
https://www.honolulu.gov/dpppd/analytics.html

Environmental Health:

Hawai`i Department of Health
https://health.hawaii.gov/about/health-topics/#environmenta
Centers for Disease Control (CDC) Division of Environmental Health
https://www.cdc.gov/nceh/ehsp/default.html

Equity Topics:

CDC National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion
https://health.hawaii.gov/about/health-topics/#environmental
Oahu Social Vulnerability Index Maps (custom for City and CDC)
https://resilientoahu.org/equity/data?msclkid=bee6288abadc11eca54cf459962ce163:

Age-Friendly Honolulu:

Honolulu Department of Community Services Elderly Affairs Division
https://www.honolulu.gov/dcs/aging-disability-resources.html

Urban Heat Island Effect:

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
https://www.epa.gov/heatislands/heat-island-cooling-strategies

Energy Efficiency Programs:

Honolulu Office of Climate Change, Sustainability and Resilience
https://resilientoahu.org/energy

Water Conservation Programs:

https://www.boardofwatersupply.com/conservation

Resilience and Preparedness:

Honolulu Office of Climate Change, Sustainability and Resilience
https://resilientoahu.org/disasters
Honolulu Department of Emergency Management
https://www.honolulu.gov/dem
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